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Background
In 2000/01 crisis resolution and home treatment (CRHT) teams were introduced in England and have been associated in previous studies with reductions in in-patient admissions.

Aims
To examine whether the implementation of CRHT teams has been associated with reductions in admissions.

Method
We used data from a previous national study for 229 primary care trusts (PCTs) between 1998/99 and 2003/04. We used a robust policy evaluation methodology to simultaneously examine temporal changes (PCTs before versus after the introduction of CRHT teams) and cross-sectional changes (PCTs with and without CRHT teams).

Results
Controlling for various confounding factors, using different control groups and estimation methods, we find no significant differences in admissions between PCTs with and without CRHT teams.

Conclusions
Contrary to previous studies, we find no evidence that the CRHT policy per se has made any difference to admissions and suggest a need for more research on the policy as a whole.
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Crisis resolution and home treatment (CRHT) teams were introduced in England from 2000/01 with a view to providing intensive home-based care for individuals in crisis as an alternative to hospital treatment, acting as gatekeepers within the mental healthcare pathway, and allowing for a reduction in bed use and in-patient admissions. They are also supposed to reduce out-of-area treatments and support earlier discharge.1,2

The Department of Health set targets for mental health providers in terms of the number of CRHT teams to put in place and their activity rates and the achievement of these targets have been strongly incentivised through the Care Quality Commission’s performance management regulatory regime.3 The performance target report in 2007 showed the creation of 343 standard CRHT teams, but attainment of only 95% of the national target number of home treatment episodes.4 The drive to introduce CRHT teams and potentially take away resources from existing community mental health teams has in part been driven by evidence on the effectiveness of CRHT teams in reducing admissions.5

Johnson and colleagues reported results of a before and after study and a randomised controlled trial of a CRHT team based in an inner-London setting. These studies found a lower probability of being admitted to hospital within 8 weeks after the crisis and reductions in admission rates from 71 to 49% in the 6 weeks after the crisis.6,7 However, these studies may suffer from a lack of generalisability to the rest of the country.

One national research paper explores the reduction in hospital admissions associated with CRHT services,8 using an uncontrolled observational study of trends in hospital admissions at primary care trust (PCT) level across England. They used analysis of variance to test the difference in mean admission values for the change from the first to the last 2-year period between 1998/99 and 2003/04. They found an association between CRHT availability and declining trends in psychiatric hospital admissions in England over the period of analysis. They found that the difference in mean fall in hospital admissions, between PCTs with CRHT teams introduced by 2001 and those with no teams by 2003, vary substantially in terms of age/gender population, the length of time the team had been available and using broad and narrow team definitions.8,9

There are a number of potential limitations to this methodology. First, there may be long-standing differences in the admissions between PCTs. The difference in the mean fall in admissions between PCTs with CRHT teams introduced by 2001 and those with no teams by 2003 cannot capture the real impact of the implementation of CRHT teams on admissions, since these differences might exist before the introduction of CRHT. Also, some unobservable characteristics might encourage more ‘enthusiastic’ or ‘entrepreneurial’ providers to take up CRHT. This effect might be even more important when considering the timing of providers implementing teams. Thus a control group is needed to evaluate the introduction of this policy and the method needs to consider the potential for self-selection bias and strategic behaviour of providers taking up CRHT. Ideally, we also need to simultaneously control for all confounding factors that can explain the differences between PCTs with CRHT teams and those without, and factors that may affect all PCTs over the time period considered, not just those with CRHT teams, something which this methodology was unable to do.

Method
When examining the impact of a policy, the challenge is to determine whether the observed changes over time are attributable to the policy. A method for examining this is to compare the outcomes of the group that is subject to the intervention (the treatment group) with a group that is not subject to the intervention (the control group). In measuring the effect of healthcare interventions, this evaluation problem is most commonly solved by using an experiment in the form of a trial. Such experiments, whether randomised or not, are however rare in the field of health policy.

In order to examine the impact of the CRHT policy on admissions over time we therefore construct a quasi-experiment...
using naturally occurring control groups. Ideally, the control group will be the same as the treatment group in every aspect except for the change in policy. In practice however, differences usually exist between the two groups in observed and unobserved characteristics. A less onerous assumption therefore is that in the absence of the policy change the unobserved differences between the two groups are the same over time. Thus although differences may exist between the two groups, provided these differences are time invariant, these can be ‘netted’ out. Difference-in-difference analysis is a commonly used empirical technique to evaluate the impact of policy that uses this assumption and is similar to a controlled before and after study but in a multivariate context.10

We used this technique to estimate the average change in admissions in the treatment and control groups before and after the introduction of CRHT teams and hence to estimate the average effect of the CRHT policy. The absolute differences between the treatment and control group are not important, it is the difference in differences, or the differences in the changes over time, that are the subject of analysis. Thus the method strips out any potentially unobserved confounding differences in the control and treatment groups that are fixed over time. The analysis also controls for differences at baseline.

We therefore identified the impact of the introduction of CRHT as a policy intervention in 2000/01 on trends in admissions. Our methodology considers the introduction of CRHT teams as an experiment and compares the change in admissions for PCTs with CRHT teams before and after the policy intervention with the change in admissions for PCTs in a comparator group that is not undergoing the intervention, over the same period. This allowed us to isolate the impact on admissions by looking at the difference in admissions between PCTs with introduced teams (the treatment group) and those that did not (the control group), before and after the introduction of the CRHT policy while controlling for characteristics of the teams and other factors affecting admissions. This methodology has not been used in this context before and is shown in Fig. 1.

We compared PCTs with CRHT teams (95 PCTs) to two groups of PCTs without CRHT teams: all PCTs without CRHT teams in England (134 PCTs); and a group of PCTs without CRHT teams that were statistically matched to have the same characteristics as PCTs with CRHT teams (120 PCTs). We also tested whether there was strategic behaviour in the adoption of CRHT status by examining the introduction of CRHT status in waves: a group of 17 PCTs that acquired CRHT teams in 2000/01 (wave one); a group of 10 PCTs that acquired CRHT teams in 2001/02 (wave two); a group of 12 PCTs that acquired CRHT teams in 2002/03 (wave three); and a group of 56 PCTs that acquired CRHT teams in 2003/04 (wave four).

As mentioned, this method isolates the average effect of the policy reform by removing unobservable PCT effects and common trends. However, it relies on two important assumptions: a common time trend across groups and random assignment to the treatment group.10,11 Because of this we used a matching method to correct for selection effects into the treatment group. The propensity score matching method evaluates pre-treatment characteristics of each PCT computing a single propensity score that is the conditional probability of being assigned to the treatment group given pre-treatment characteristics. The idea is to mimic the properties of the properly designed experimental context with a statistically strong match between treated and non-treated PCTs based on their observable characteristics.12,13 We used a logit model for the propensity to be a treated PCT and matched the treated PCTs with a subset of PCTs in the rest of England comparator group in the pre-treatment year (1999/2000) on the basis of observable characteristics.

We included time dummies to control for all unobserved temporal effects affecting hospital admissions. It is assumed that temporal factors influencing hospital admissions have the same effects for treated PCTs and non-treated PCTs. We therefore used an overall dummy variable for PCTs with CRHT teams, a set of time dummies and the interaction effect between these two sets of dummies, taking the value of one for those PCTs with a CRHT team only in those time periods when they have a team.

We used three panel-data estimation techniques: pooled ordinary least squares, fixed-effects and a population-averaged panel-data model, equivalent to a random-effects model. We ran ordinary least squares and fixed-effects clustering on PCTs to allow for within-group (PCT) correlation of the errors. The fixed-effects models do not provide an estimate of the overall CRHT effect and only include time-varying covariates. These estimates are less likely to present bias than random-effects estimates but the standard errors may be less efficient because of using only within-group variation.14,15 We used robust standard errors in all models to allow for heterogeneity and autocorrelation. In the case of the random-effects model, semi-robust standard errors were estimated. In the random-effects model information about variation within-PCT as well as between-PCT is considered, allowing for a more efficient estimator. We included the mean of the time-varying variables and their deviation from the mean, known as the Mundlak adjustment.16 Variance-inflation factors were used to test for multicollinearity between explanatory variables and we dropped variables if there was evidence of collinearity. A regression specification error test (RESET)17 for misspecification was performed for all models.

**Data**

We re-analysed data from the Glover et al study8 that covers PCT-level panel data for 6 years starting in 1998/99 with 2 years prior to the introduction of CRHT teams and 4 years post policy implementation. Admissions data came from hospital episode statistics and details of CRHT teams came from annual mental health service mapping data. These included model fidelity characteristics such as the date when the team was introduced, and the availability and service characteristics of the teams.8,9 Covariates included age-specific population size and the Department of Health’s allocation of resources to English areas (AREA) mental health needs index.8,9 Data cleaning for this study resulted in a number of PCTs being omitted from the total of 303 PCTs. These were as a result of PCT boundary changes preventing trend analysis, poor coverage of gender in admissions data and discontinuities in admission numbers. This resulted in a final
sample of 229 PCTs for analysis, of which 69 had one smoothed data-point in their admission data.

We supplemented this data-set with the 2002 hospital episode statistics for PCT characteristics. This data covers a large number of variables on performance, staffing, expenditure and resource use and was used to run the propensity score matching and logit model.

One of the advantages of the difference-in-difference method is that all covariates can be introduced simultaneously and hence many more factors can be examined concurrently. A large number of different covariates were tested in the difference-in-difference models, including variables on region (rurality), population density, age, gender, three different composite needs indexes (one a population-adjusted age and needs index, the second the AREA needs index\textsuperscript{18} and the third the index of multiple deprivation (IMD)), other measures of morbidity such as expenditure on drug misuse and alcoholism day cases, ICD code (F2 including schizophrenia, schizotypal and delusional disorders and F3 including mood affective disorders)\textsuperscript{19} and fidelity criteria on CRHT services such as multidisciplinarity of the team, daily availability, contact frequency with service users, intensity of provision in a short period of time and involvement until the problem is resolved,\textsuperscript{3,9,20} as well as hospital episode statistics, general medical statistics and annual service mapping data. Results were stable to various covariates, but we present the models that provided the best specification results in terms of plausibility, significance and model fit.

### Results

The propensity score matching method produced a control group of 120 PCTs based on the matching model in the pre-treatment year 1999/2000. The logit model (available from the author on request) was robust to various covariates, but the final model suggests that PCTs are more likely to introduce CRHT teams if they have greater mental health needs, higher psychiatric expenditure but less expenditure on medical staff. London was also less likely to get a CRHT team.

Figure 2 shows that mean admissions for the treatment and control groups have steadily fallen over the 6 years. Trends in admissions for the two control groups were very similar. We were interested in whether the overall decrease was significantly greater for the CRHT group after the policy implementation in 2000/01, relative to the two control groups, rest of England and the matched control. Figure 3 shows the mean admissions for PCTs with CRHT teams over time by wave. All four waves show an average a declining trend in mean admissions; however, wave one and two PCTs show slightly more prominent declines with the introduction of CRHT teams in 2000/01, levelling out again in subsequent years.

The regression results and coefficients on the covariates for the difference-in-difference models for the overall effect of CRHT status on admissions relative to the two comparator groups for each of the estimation methods is shown in online Table DS1. Results are remarkably consistent across the different estimation methods and for the two comparator groups. Models pass all tests for specification and show no multicollinearity. The overall CRHT effect suggests lower admissions for PCTs with CRHT of around 37 admissions but this difference is not significant. The time trends show that for most years there are significant reductions in admissions over time relative to 1998/99 for fixed- and random-effects models of up to about 65 admissions in the year 2003/04. The next coefficients show the interaction between CRHT status and year trends, picking up differences for PCTs with CRHT teams over and above the overall year trends, and showing that these are generally not significant except for the random-effects results for 2003/04. Random-effects estimations show that for the covariates, admissions are higher with the presence of a multidisciplinary CRHT team, a lower proportion of F2-related admissions (schizophrenia and delusional disorders), longer average length of stay in hospital, better performance in the star-rating system of the Healthcare Commission and lower mental illness in-patient days. In addition, ordinary least squares results suggest that admissions are lower with more intensive contact over a short period of time with the CRHT team, are higher with higher capital asset expenditure and with a lower population-adjusted age and needs index. We then estimated the difference-in-difference results (foot of online Table DS1) to test whether the interaction effects between CRHT status and year trends were different between the baseline year 1998/99 and subsequent years. For the CRHT policy to have had an effect in changing behaviour with respect to admissions, we would expect the difference in admissions to be negative and significant between the baseline year (pre-treatment year) and the treatment years (2000/01, 2001/02, 2002/03 and 2003/04) and not the other years. These show no significant results.

Figure 4 summarises the difference-in-difference results by showing the proportionate difference in admissions for PCTs with CRHT teams relative to each comparator group for each of the 6 years using random-effects estimations. Zero in this case represents the comparator group. Thus if the confidence intervals overlap zero, the proportionate change in admissions is not
significant relative to the comparator group. These show lower admissions for the treated group in comparison with the non-treated one in both comparator groups across all years, however these differences are insignificant since the confidence intervals all overlap zero. In addition, the confidence intervals for each year are aligned (they overlap from one year to the next) suggesting that the differences over time are also not significant. Thus the policy intervention of introducing CRHT teams in 2000/01 was not responsible for a change in PCT behaviour with regard to reducing admissions; these were already lower for PCTs with CRHT teams, although not significantly. There has been no significant difference between admissions for PCTs with and without CRHT teams, either before or after the policy introduction. If anything the difference in difference has been diminishing over time.

Although not reported, we also carried out a difference-in-difference model for the wave analysis of the difference in policy intervention between waves one, two, three and four and the control groups. The results are consistent with the overall analysis. The overall CRHT effect suggests significantly lower admissions for wave one PCTs only in the ordinary least squares results of around 127 admissions. Random-effects results were not significant. Wave three PCTs had lower admissions of around 93, although not significant in any of the models, and wave four PCTs had lower admissions of around 23 admissions, again not significant, whereas wave two PCTs were only around 3 admissions lower and not significant. The time trends showed that for most years there were significant reductions in admissions relative to 1998/99 for fixed- and random-effects models of up to about 65 admissions in 2003/04. The coefficients for the interactions between CRHT waves and year trends were again almost always insignificant. The covariates for the models were again consistent with previous results but in addition showed significant results in the ordinary least squares models for higher admissions associated with CRHT being available 24 h a day, 7 days a week.

We summarised the difference-in-difference results for the wave analysis using random effects estimations in Table 1 to test whether the interaction effects between CRHT waves and year trends were different between the baseline year 1998/99 and subsequent years. The proportionate differences were all not significant, with the exception of wave one in respect to the difference between 2000/01 and the baseline year, although this was only in the rest of England comparator group and only at the 10% level. This is most likely to be the result of the drop in admissions for wave one PCTs in 2000/01.

Figure 5 summarises the difference-in-difference results for the wave analysis relative to both comparator groups for each of the years.

Table 1 Summary of results, difference between primary care trusts with and without crisis resolution and home treatment (CRHT) teams: in each year, by wave

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wave 1</th>
<th>Wave 2</th>
<th>Wave 3</th>
<th>Wave 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Difference in 2000/01: −136.685*</td>
<td>−8.314</td>
<td>−68.006</td>
<td>−23.455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference in 2001/02: −114.316</td>
<td>−17.386</td>
<td>−73.723</td>
<td>−20.904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference in 2002/03: −98.631</td>
<td>−0.432</td>
<td>−58.983</td>
<td>−23.079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference in 2003/04: −86.978</td>
<td>6.498</td>
<td>−41.22</td>
<td>−5.140</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Matched group comparator

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wave 1</th>
<th>Wave 2</th>
<th>Wave 3</th>
<th>Wave 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Difference in 2000/01: −134.246</td>
<td>−6.154</td>
<td>−65.399</td>
<td>−20.485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference in 2001/02: −111.599</td>
<td>−14.715</td>
<td>−70.706</td>
<td>−17.441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference in 2002/03: −97.352</td>
<td>0.717</td>
<td>−57.385</td>
<td>−21.161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference in 2003/04: −82.574</td>
<td>10.775</td>
<td>−36.548</td>
<td>−0.120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significant at 10%.
studies. This method allowed us to combine consideration of both some of the potential methodological limitations of previous and cross-sectional differences jointly.

A major challenge in policy teams) or temporal differences (PCTs before the CRHT policy (after the policy). A major challenge in policy differences (PCTs with CRHT teams versus PCTs without CRHT because they will only take into account either cross-sectional with and without CRHT teams will not produce robust results admissions has been based on comparisons of temporal changes that lack robustness. Simple comparisons of PCTs with CRHT teams before and after policy implementation or between PCTs with and without CRHT teams will not produce robust results because they will only take into account either cross-sectional differences (PCTs with CRHT teams versus PCTs without CRHT teams) or temporal differences (PCTs before the CRHT policy versus PCTs after the policy). A major challenge in policy evaluation of this type is to combine and evaluate the temporal and cross-sectional differences jointly.

We used a difference-in-difference methodology to overcome some of the potential methodological limitations of previous studies. This method allowed us to combine consideration of both temporal differences and cross-sectional differences jointly. Compared with simple comparisons, this joint comparison has the advantage of dealing with self-selection bias problems influencing policy evaluation (since PCTs self-select into the policy) and also in controlling for common time trends or changes affecting all PCTs (not just PCTs with CRHT teams) over the period the policy was introduced. The matching process also allowed us to simulate a randomised control study providing a very powerful way to evaluate policy effects.

This analysis suggests that the CRHT policy per se has not made a significant difference to admissions. There has been no significant difference between PCTs with CRHT teams and those without, either before or after the phased introduction of the CRHT policy. Although we found lower admissions for PCTs that have CRHT teams compared with PCTs that have not implemented the policy, this difference was never significant. In fact, we found a selection effect at work in as much as those PCTs with lower admissions were more likely to introduce the policy. The trends suggest that the relative differences between PCTs with CRHT teams and those without are diminishing.

The wave analysis confirms the results. Wave one PCTs seem to show lower admissions than other waves of PCTs, but results are not significant. All waves seem to show their proportionate differences in admissions reducing over time relative to the control groups.

### Discussion

**Main findings**

Past evidence on the comparative impact of CRHT teams on admissions has been based on comparisons of temporal changes that lack robustness. Simple comparisons of PCTs with CRHT teams before and after policy implementation or between PCTs with and without CRHT teams will not produce robust results because they will only take into account either cross-sectional differences (PCTs with CRHT teams versus PCTs without CRHT teams) or temporal differences (PCTs before the CRHT policy versus PCTs after the policy). A major challenge in policy evaluation of this type is to combine and evaluate the temporal and cross-sectional differences jointly.

We used a difference-in-difference methodology to overcome some of the potential methodological limitations of previous studies. This method allowed us to combine consideration of both temporal differences and cross-sectional differences jointly. Compared with simple comparisons, this joint comparison has the advantage of dealing with self-selection bias problems influencing policy evaluation (since PCTs self-select into the policy) and also in controlling for common time trends or changes affecting all PCTs (not just PCTs with CRHT teams) over the period the policy was introduced. The matching process also allowed us to simulate a randomised control study providing a very powerful way to evaluate policy effects.

This analysis suggests that the CRHT policy per se has not made a significant difference to admissions. There has been no significant difference between PCTs with CRHT teams and those without, either before or after the phased introduction of the CRHT policy. Although we found lower admissions for PCTs that have CRHT teams compared with PCTs that have not implemented the policy, this difference was never significant. In fact, we found a selection effect at work in as much as those PCTs with lower admissions were more likely to introduce the policy. The trends suggest that the relative differences between PCTs with CRHT teams and those without are diminishing.

The wave analysis confirms the results. Wave one PCTs seem to show lower admissions than other waves of PCTs, but results are not significant. All waves seem to show their proportionate differences in admissions reducing over time relative to the control groups.

**Limitations and future research**

The aim of CRHT services was to reduce in-patient admissions and bed occupancy, support earlier discharge from in-patient services and reduce out-of-area treatments (where a bed can only be found for a person outside the local National Health Service area). Our study examined whether the CRHT policy has been effective in reducing admissions and found that there is no evidence that the CRHT policy per se has made any difference. We focused only on this one aspect of the policy and did not provide specific evidence on the effectiveness of the CRHT policy in other areas such as bed occupancy, earlier discharge or out-of-area treatments. We did not examine the impact of the CRHT policy in terms of user satisfaction, the quality of care provided or the level of integration between providers in the care pathway. Nor did we provide evidence on the cost-effectiveness of CRHT.
teams, which has already been explored through an economic evaluation based on a randomised controlled trial. Crisis resolution and home treatment teams may be effective in other ways that are better evaluated through trials rather than with the analysis of secondary data. The overall CRHT policy package is a complex mix of different elements, all of which require careful evidence and scrutiny.

Our results concur with a recent case–control study by Tyer et al. which showed no overall difference in admissions following the introduction of a new CRHT team compared with a control service, but rather a change in the composition of admissions. Although the new CRHT team prevented informal admissions, this was accompanied by an increase in compulsory admissions that more than cancelled out the gain in preventing admissions. Unfortunately, we were not able to separate out compulsory and informal admissions in our study since there was erratic variation in data on compulsory admissions. This would be a useful analysis for future research.

There are a number of possible explanations for our results. First, PCTs who are pro-active in taking steps to lower admissions may pre-emptively introduce other policies to reduce admissions alongside the introduction of CRHT. There is evidence to suggest that the introduction of some CRHT teams has corresponded with simultaneous reductions in bed numbers. This may explain why PCTs with lower admissions were more likely to introduce the policy. Second, there is evidence of a lack of gatekeeping function by CRHT teams, with only around half of all admissions being assessed by CRHT staff and only 68% of teams claiming that they act as the gatekeeper. These implementation difficulties may have reduced teams’ abilities to prevent admissions. Third, our data are at PCT level, which might dilute the analysis of the impact of CRHT teams that are at a much smaller geographical level. Since PCT boundaries do not overlap with CRHT teams’ catchment areas, our analysis might give rise to problems of spatial autocorrelation. Finer gradations of team geography and admissions might reveal important effects of the policy. This could, in principle, be explored because hospital episode statistics data provide geographical markers for small areas such as lower super output area codes. Admissions could therefore be aggregated up to CRHT team level and matched specifically with team characteristics. The use of smaller area statistics would provide a much more precise analysis of the CRHT teams’ catchment areas and their impact on hospital admissions and explore local clustering effects as suggested by Glover et al. However, teams’ geographic boundaries are not very clear-cut, even in the present day, with many overlaps, as well as many changes over time. Thus it seems likely that a higher level of geography such as the PCT level may in fact be the best available for this sort of analysis since a consistent unit of analysis is extremely important, even if it may mask some imperfections in CRHT team’s catchment areas.

There is therefore scope for future research on all the various aspects of the CRHT policy package in order to properly evaluate it and maximise its impact.25
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Table DS1  Regression results for difference-in-difference model for overall effect of crisis resolution and home treatment (CRHT) status on number of admissions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRHT</th>
<th></th>
<th>Rest of England</th>
<th>Matched group</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ordinary least squares (s.e.)</td>
<td>Fixed effects (s.e.)</td>
<td>Random effects (s.e.)</td>
<td>Ordinary least squares (s.e.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999/2000</td>
<td>-37.351 (39.514)</td>
<td>-38.196 (69.827)</td>
<td>-36.416 (40.487)</td>
<td>-37.461 (70.57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000/01</td>
<td>-4.942 (28.026)</td>
<td>-4.880 (6.082)</td>
<td>-4.880 (5.527)</td>
<td>-6.027 (30.251)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multidisciplinary CRHT team</td>
<td></td>
<td>66.970 (15.808)**</td>
<td>70.411 (37.363)*</td>
<td>66.602 (15.876)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available 24/7</td>
<td>22.364 (14.555)</td>
<td>22.002 (34.076)</td>
<td>22.126 (14.697)</td>
<td>21.621 (34.445)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensive contact short period of time</td>
<td>-95.964 (37.362)**</td>
<td>-105.047 (86.462)</td>
<td>-98.360 (37.351)**</td>
<td>-109.042 (86.303)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Involvement until problem resolved</td>
<td>-26.818 (25.660)</td>
<td>-25.191 (60.589)</td>
<td>-25.380 (25.720)</td>
<td>-25.475 (60.772)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequent contact</td>
<td>-7.683 (23.837)</td>
<td>-5.046 (50.480)</td>
<td>-5.037 (24.073)</td>
<td>6.167 (50.805)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population-adjusted age and needs index</td>
<td>-0.000 (0.000)**</td>
<td>-0.000 (0.000)</td>
<td>-0.000 (0.000)**</td>
<td>-0.000 (0.000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital asset expenditure</td>
<td>0.000 (0.000)**</td>
<td>0.000 (0.000)</td>
<td>0.000 (0.000)**</td>
<td>0.000 (0.000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average length of stay</td>
<td>11.876 (3.042)**</td>
<td>12.054 (6.623)*</td>
<td>12.42 (3.146)**</td>
<td>12.661 (6.878)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance star rating</td>
<td>24.774 (6.353)**</td>
<td>24.686 (14.901)*</td>
<td>27.8 (6.547)**</td>
<td>27.742 (15.333)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean wait (in days)</td>
<td>-0.758 (0.219)**</td>
<td>-0.775 (0.357)</td>
<td>-0.662 (0.226)**</td>
<td>-0.683 (0.534)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental illness in-patient days</td>
<td>-0.003 (0.000)**</td>
<td>-0.003 (0.001)**</td>
<td>-0.003 (0.000)**</td>
<td>-0.003 (0.000)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviation mean proportion ICD – 10 F2 admissions</td>
<td>195.677 (223.074)</td>
<td>215.476 (237.67)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>437.618 (40.731)**</td>
<td>405.992 (10.393)**</td>
<td>453.915 (88.466)**</td>
<td>419.463 (43.565)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference in 1998/99</td>
<td>-37.351 (39.514)</td>
<td>-38.196 (69.827)</td>
<td>-36.416 (40.487)</td>
<td>-37.461 (70.57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference in 1999/2000</td>
<td>-4.942 (28.026)</td>
<td>-4.880 (6.082)</td>
<td>-4.880 (5.527)</td>
<td>-6.027 (30.251)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference in 2003/04</td>
<td>-7.931 (37.59)</td>
<td>-11.856 (70.035)</td>
<td>-2.35 (38.074)</td>
<td>-6.988 (70.478)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>1374</td>
<td>1374</td>
<td>1374</td>
<td>1290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESET</td>
<td>0.552</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>0.471</td>
<td>0.276</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RESET, regression specification error test.
a. Robust and semi-robust standard errors in parentheses.
*Significant at 10%; **significant at 5%; ***significant at 1%. 
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